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Abstract 
A general notion of embedding of incidence structures in projective spaces is discussed and 
the properties of commutative kinematic spaces admitting such an embedding are investigated. 
O. Introduction 
Incidence spaces embedded in affine or projective spaces have been extensively stud- 
ied. Actually, many properties of these spaces are easily derived from well-known 
properties of the underlying affine or projective space structures. 
For those special incidence structures named kinematic spaces (after Karzel) it is 
well known, for instance, that the kinematic spaces (P, ~)  obtained from a special class 
of algebras are automatically embedded in projective spaces: indeed, P coincides with 
the projective space up to a 2-set (cf. [4]). On the other hand, Br6cker [2] showed 
how to construct such algebras for special kinematic spaces which are projectively 
embedded, Other examples exist with weaker conditions for the embedding (see [10]). 
This gave rise to several definitions of projective mbedding of incidence spaces. 
In this work we retrieve (Section 1) a rather general definition of embedding for 
incidence spaces (essentially due to [11] and further introduced in [8]) and we describe 
some relevant properties thereof. In Section 2 we apply this definition to a commutative 
kinematic space (P, ~, +) and we attain the construction of a vector space W over 
a skewfield (L,+, .) wherein (P, LP) is embedded. 
Starting from a particular automorphism group of (P, +), we construct another vector 
space Pz over a field (K, +, .) in which (P, La) is contained (see Section 3). Moreover, 
we prove (Proposition 3.4) that K is a subfield of L. Finally, in Section 4, we assume 
that (p,&o,+) is also a K-vector space and we obtain (see Theorems 1 and 2) an 
inequality concerning the dimensions of P over K, of W over L and of L over K. 
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Such condition excludes the possibility of this embedding if the dimension of P is too 
small. 
1. Basic notions and preliminary results 
We shall assume, throughout this note, that (P, 5e) is an incidence space with [~qa[/>2 
and [L]~>3 for any LE~e (for the definition see e.g. [3]). For any a, bEP with a¢b,  
we shall denote by a, b the uniquely determined line L E La with a, b E L. In an in- 
cidence space (p,L~a) a subset TCP is called an (incidence) subspace if for any 
x, y E T: x-S-y C T. Let 3- be the set of all subspaces of (P, &o). For any S _C p we set 
"~ := As_c r~r  T (S- will be called the (incidence) closure of S). For any T E 3- the 
cardinality 
dimT := inf{ lX l :X =T} - 1 
is called the dimension of T. 
A plane is a subspace of (P, 5(') of dimension 2. 
The points pb. . . ,pnEP  are called linearly dependent (I.d.) if there is a 
pjE{pl ..... Pn} with pj E {Pl . . . . .  Pj-I, Pj+I,..-, Pn}. Otherwise, the points Pb.. . ,  Pn 
are called linearly independent (1.i.). 
A collineation of an incidence space (p,£,o) is a permutation ~, of P such that 
7(L) E £,e for any L E c~o. We denote by Aut(P, £P) the whole collineation group of 
(P, 5¢). 
We now recall the following definition introduced in [8]. 
Definition 1. An incidence space (P, ~e) is said to be embedded in a projective space 
(P, if) if the following conditions hold: 
(El) PCP  and Y~={XOPIXEfg ,  IXOPI¢O}; 
(E2) for any X Ef¢ : IX O PI ¢ 1,2; 
(E3) for any plane E of (P ,~) :E=P M J~ (where ,7 denotes the usual projective 
closure of a set S _C P). 
The following propositions, proved in [8, 9] are direct consequences of this definition: 
Proposition 1.1. For any A C_P: A :-A. 
Proposition 1.2. For any subspace T ¢ ~ of (P, £f) there is exactly one subspace U 
of (P,(~) with T=PN U. 
In particular, Proposition 1.2 implies P =/6. 
Proposition 1.3. The 'exchange axiom' holds in P, i.e. for any ScP ,  for any x, y EP: 
yESU{x}\S  ~ xESU{y}.  
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Proposition 1.4. Let pl . . . . .  p~, with n>~3, be n points of P l.d. in P, then they are 
L d. in P as well. 
Proof. Let p~ E{pl . . . . .  p,_~}. By Proposition 1.2 there is a subspace U CP  with 
{pl . . . . .  p~-l} = U A P. One has {pl . . . . .  p , - l}  C_ U. For x E U\P, by (E2),there is 
q E p--q~,x N P, q ~ Pl. Thus, q E U MP= {Pl . . . . .  Pn-l} and x E p~i-f,q C {Px .. . . .  Pn-1}. 
Therefore, Pn E {Pl , . . . ,P~-I} MP= U MP= {pl . . . . .  P, - l}.  [] 
Proposition 1.4 implies the following: 
Proposition 1.5. For any subspace T • 0 of (P, Lf): 
dimp T = dimp T. 
Proposition 1.6. I f  dim(P, f#)~>3 then every collineation 7 E Am(P, LP) has a unique 
extension ~ E Aut(P, f¢). 
2. Commutative kinematic spaces embedded in projective spaces 
In this section we apply Definition 1 to a particular class of incidence spaces, that 
is to a commutative kinematic space. 
Definition 2. A commutative kinematic space is a triple (P, ~gq, +) where 
(K1) (P, 5~) is an incidence space; 
(K2) (P,+) is an abelian group (with identity 0) such that for any L E £e(0) := 
{L E ~°10 EL} : (L, +) ~<(P, +); 
(K3) For any aEP  the map al:P---~P; x--*ax is a collineation of (P, Lf) i.e. 
al E Aut(P, L~a). 
According to [1], (K2) amounts to say that (P, Sg(0)) is a group with a partition 
(or fibration), In (P, LP, +) a parallelism (i.e. an equivalence relation on LP fulfilling 
Euclid's axiom) can be defined by setting: 
for any A, B E 
A//B ¢e~ 3XE~(0)  and ~a, bEP  withA=a+X,  B=b+X.  
In this way the kinematic space becomes a p-space (P, ~, / / )  (cf. [5]). 
We denote by PI := {a l laEP}  and by A := {¢pEAut(P,+)[q~(X) = X for any 
x E ~e(0)}. 
Then, by (K3), Pl ~<Aut(P, ~)  and also A ~<Aut(P, ~t~); moreover, if 6 E A then for 
any L E ~ 6(L)//L; thus 5 is a dilatation of (P, ~,/ /) .  
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Now assume that the commutative kinematic space (P, ~, +) is embedded in a pro- 
jective space (P,f#) in the sense of (E1)-(E3). Here we introduce a further axiom 
strengthening Proposition 1.6: 
(E4) Every collineation 7E Pt U A has a unique extension ~ E Aut(P, if). Moreover, 
for any a EP  tit is a central collineation of (P,f¢). 
In [8, Theorem 4], the following has been proved: 
Proposition 2.1. Let (P, ~, +) be a commutative kinematic space embedded in a pro- 
jective space (P,f¢) in the sense of (E1)-(E4), then there exists a hyperplane H 
of (0 z, fg), such that for any a E P tit is an elation with axis H. Moreover, (P, £P) is 
completely embedded in the affine space ~¢ := P\H. 
From now on we assume that (P, ~, +) is embedded in the projective space (P, f¢) 
in the sense of (E1)-(E4) and moreover we assume that (P,@) is a desarguesian 
projective space. We observe that by Propositions 2.1 and 1.5 dim P--- dim P = dim ~¢; 
moreover, the parallelism defined in (P, ~, +) coincides with the natural parallelism 
defined in the affine space ~¢ since each tit is a translation of ~¢. 
By our assumption, d can be identified with a vector space W over a (non- 
commutative in general) field (L, +, .). Thus, 
Proposition 2.2. The commutative kinematic space is embedded in the vector space W 
over a skewfieM L. 
3. Another embedding of (P, ~, +) 
In this section we consider the following construction essentially due to Karzel and 
Maxson [6], obtained by starting from the commutative kinematic space (P, ~, +). Let 
us consider again the group A defined in Section 2. 
Proposition 3.1. For any al,a2,...,an E A, ~1 + ~2 + " " "+an is either a monomorphism 
of (P, +) or the O-endomorphism. 
Proof. Let 6 := al +0~2--[--. ' I-an. Since (P, +) is commutative, 6 E End(P, +); moreover 
for any AE &~°(0), 6(A)C_A. Let aEP \{0} such that 6(a) = 0. For any xqlO, a, let 
B E -La(0) such that B//x-7-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,~, so x E a +B and 6(x) E 6(a +B) = 6(a) + 6(11) = 6(B) C B. 
Thus, 6(x)EBNO, x= {O}. [] 
Let R := (A)+; then by Proposition 3.1, (R,+,.) is a ring of monomorphisms of
(P, +), in general non-commutative and without 0-divisors. 
Let Z(R) denote, as usual, the centre of R and set Z := Z(R)\{0}. Consider now in 
P x Z := {(a, a) [ a E P, a E Z} the following equivalence r lation: 
(a, o~) ..~ (b, ~) .~ .(b) = fl(a), 
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and let Pz := (P x Z)/,,, = {a/~ Ia E P, • E Z}. The set Pz can be equipped with a struc- 
ture of a commutative kinematic space containing (P, La, +) in the following way: 
If we define the following operation '+ '  in Pz: for any a/~,b/[3EPz :a/~ + b/[3:= 
([3(a) + ~(b))/~fl, then we obtain that (Pz, +) is a commutative group containing (P, +) 
as a subgroup (via the injection i :P ~ Pz; a ~ a/l). The partition £#(0) of P can be 
extended to a partition of Pz by setting: for any A E L#(0) : Az := {x/7 Ix EA, c~ E Z}. 
Let now Aaz(0):= {Az I A E 5¢(0)} and L#z := {y/~+Azly/ f l  E Pz, Az E £,az(0)}; then 
we have: 
Proposition 3.2. (Pz, ~z,  +) is a commutative kinematic space containing (P, ~, +). 
Since Z(R) is an integral domain we can consider its quotient field K := 
{~/fll~ EZ(R), ]~ E Z} and we can define the following scalar multiplication: for any 
~/fl E K, for any c/7 E Pz : ct/fl, c/7 := ct(c)/fl7. Then we have: 
Proposition 3.3. Pz is a vector space over the commutative field (K, +,-) contain&o 
the kinematic space (P, ~, +). 
The field L introduced in Section 2 and the commutative field (K, +,-) are closely 
related in the sense of the following: 
Proposition 3.4. (K, +, .) is (isomorphic to) a subfield of (L, +, .). 
Proof. Let 6E A; then by (E4) 8 extends to a unique element ~EAut(P, fg). By (E2) 
fixes the hyperplane H pointwise, hence 8' := ~l~ is a dilatation of the affine space 
d=(W,L) .  
Since every dilatation of ~¢ is represented through scalar multiplication by an element 
of L* we can associate to any 6 E A the element d EL* which represents 8 ~. If81,82 E A 
then 8' l+81 is either a dilatation of ~¢ or the 0-endomorphism (in fact, if da, d2 E L* then 
dl +dz EL); moreover (8' l + 8~)17 = 81 + 62. Thus, any ~ E R has a unique extension to 
an element a EL and the ring R is isomorphic to a subring of (L, +, .). Since (K, +, .) 
is the quotient field of Z(R) then also K is isomorphic to a commutative subfield 
of (L ,+, . ) .  [] 
By Proposition 3.4 K will be identified with a commutative subfield of (L, +, .). 
Thus, W has also the structure of a K-vector space. 
Proposition 3.4 implies: 
Proposition 3.5. (Pz,K) is isomorphic to a vector subspace of (W,K). 
Proof. Since P C W and Z ___ K* ~<L, the map q~ :Pz ~ W, a/ot - - - *  (~t)-l(a) is a mono- 
morphism of K-vector spaces. [] 
From now on we shall identify Pz with q~(Pz). 
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Remark 1. For our further investigations we may assume, without loss of  generality, 
that the field K is a central subfield of L; because, otherwise, we can reduce to KMZ(L) 
which has, of  course, the required property. 
4. The main result 
In the previous Section 2 we have obtained that the commutative kinematic space 
(P,£,¢,+) is embedded in a left vector space (W,L); by Section 3 (Proposition 3.3) 
we know that (P, ~,  +) is also contained in the vector space Pz over the commutative 
field K; moreover, since K is a central subfield of  L, we have that (Pz,K)<~(W,K). 
Henceforth, we set s := dimK L and we shall denote by 0 the identity element of  (P, +). 
Now assume that (P, ~,  +) is a K-vector space itself: we would like to relate dimK P, 
dimx L and dimx W. 
Under this assumption we can prove the following: 
Theorem 1. Let d imLW=2 and let s(= d imxL)Et~ and s<[K[ -  1, then 
dimx P/> s + 1. 
The proof of  this theorem is based on the following proposition due to Kiechle [7]: 
Proposition 4.1. Let (L ,+, . )  be a skewfield with a central subfieM K with 
d imrL  =:  sE  t~. For any two vector subspaces A and B of the K-vector space L 
with dim A + dim B <~ s there exists a y E L* with A y M B- -  {0}. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Let us assume that dimx P = s. Let (a, b) be a L basis of  W, 
hence W=La~Lb.  Since 0 E WMP, by (E2) we can assume a,b EP. Consider LaAP 
and LbMP: they are K-vector spaces contained in P; if we set Laf~P =: Ata, LbNP ----: 
BIb then A t and B t are K-vector spaces contained in L. 
(a.1) Let P-=Ata@Btb. Then s -- d imKP= dimKAt + dimxB t and by Proposi- 
tion 4.1 there exists a y E L* such that Aty N B t ---- {0}. 
Let us now consider the element x = a + yb E W (x ~ 0 because (a, b) is a basis). 
Since OELxNP,  by (E2) LxNP~{O},  so there exists a zEL*  such that zxEP* ,  
namely zx =z(a + yb) = a'a +btb with a t E A t, b t E B t. Hence, z ----- a t and zy = b' and 
so aty = b t. Since Aty O B t = {0} we have aty -= b t = 0 i.e. a t = b I --- 0 and therefore 
zx = 0, a contradiction. 
(a.2) Now assume AtaOBtb~p and let C be a direct complement of Ata@Btb 
in P, i.e. 
P = (Ata • Bib) @ C; 
let d imrC=t>O and let (cl . . . . .  ct) be a basis of  C. For any iE{1 . . . . .  t} 
ci =aia q-bib where (ai, bi)EL 2 and it is uniquely determined by the basis (a,b) of 
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(W,L) .  Then the elements al . . . . .  a t resp. bl . . . . .  bt are linearly K-independent; hence 
the K-vector subspaces of L: 
A := {al . . . . .  at)K, B := (bl . . . .  ,bt )x  
are such that dim~ A = dimK B = t. Moreover, A n A I = B A B I = {0}. Since dimK P -- 
dimg Ara + dimK Btb+ dim C i.e. s = dimx A' + dimK B ~ + t, we have dim A~: + dim B~¢ = 
s - t<s .  
We now consider the following K-vector subspaces of L : A := A GA '  and B'. Since 
dimK/~ + dimK B ~ = dimK A + dimK A' + dimK B ~ : dimx A + s - t : s we can apply 
Proposition 4.1 to /~ and B~; thus there exists a y EL*  with 
Ay  n B' = {0}. 
Denoting by A1 := Ay and A' 1 := A'y ,  we have Ay  =A1 OA];  moreover, the elements 
~i1 := aly,~2 := azy  . . . . .  g t t=aty  form a K-basis for Ai. 
Consider now the vector subspace (Al OA~)®B'<~L,  its dimension is given by 
dimK A1 + dimK A~ + dim~ B' : dim~ A + dimK A' + dimx B ~ : t + s - t = s = dimx L, 
hence, 
s = (A~ e~',)eB' =A,  e(A'~ eB'). 
We now prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.2. There exists a 7EK*  such that the elements 7~i -  bi with 
i : 1,2 . . . .  , t are linearly K-independent. 
Proof. For any b i (EL :A1G(A~ •B ' ) )  there are uniquely determined elements 
ai, EAl,ait EAI,, b~ E B' such that: bi = a~ + a it + bi ,l. hence for any 7 E K we have: 
I I I I ])ai -- bi = 7~ti - a~ - a i - b i, where Yai - a* EA1, a i E A i, b I E B'. 
I f  there exists yEK*  such that the elements ya i -  a* with i=1,2  . . . .  , t  are lin- 
early K-independent then, by L = A l O (A~ @ B'), also the elements ~(t i -  bi are linearly 
K-independent. So it is enough to prove that there is y E K* such that the elements 
7~i - a* are linearly K-independent. 
Since {al,62 . . . . .  at} is a K-basis of  A1 there are ~i jEK  such that 
a~ = ~llal  + "'" + O~ltClt, 
a* = ~t la l  -Jr- . .  • + o~ttCl t. 
Let [eij] =: A E Mat(t,K).  
For any 7 E K, we have 
a~ - Ya l  : (a l l  - -  7 )41  Jr- "'" -~- O~ltClt, 
at* - 76t = etl~il + " "  + (ett - 7 )a t  • 
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Since the polynomial det(A - k/) has at most t roots in K and since, by assumption, 
Igl>s+ l~>t+ 1 there is at least one 7EK* such that the {a* -V~i ] iE{1, . . . , t}}  
are linearly K-independent and hence Al = (a~' - 7al,... ,  a* - yat). 
Let us now consider U := (~1 - bl . . . . .  ~)at - bt) and the sum U + (A~ @B'). By 
Yai - bi = 7~ti - a* - a~ - b~ we have 7~i - a* E U + (A~ @B'), so A1 C_ U + (A~ ~B') .  
Thus, L = A1 @(A~ @B') C U + (APl OB'), hence L = U + (d~ @B') and dim U =t.  
By Grassmann's formula we have U n (A~ ®B') = {0} so L = U @ (A~ @B'). 
We have thus obtained the following conclusion: there is a y EL* and a 7 E K* 
such that 
(i) the elements ~ai -  bi = ~(a iy ) -  bi with i E {1 .... , t} are t elements linearly 
K-independent; 
(ii) (A 'y@B')  n U = {0}; 
(iii) A'y N B' = {0}. 
For the element x := ~-la + yb E W* we have, by (E2), LxAP  ¢-{0}, so there exists 
a z EL* such that zx =z(y - la+yb)  EP\{0}. Since P =Ata@B'b@ C we can express 
zx in the following way: zx  =z(y - la+ yb)= ata+b'b+ ~=l  ~ici, with a t E A t, b' E B', 
cti EK. 
Recalling that for any i E {1 . . . . .  t}, ci = aia-t-bib, we have 
z(7-1a + yb)=a '  a + btb + (i=~ ~iai)a + (i=~ ~ibi)b; 
hence, 
t 
Z) ~-1 =a t -'l- ~ o~iai, 
i=l 
t 
zy = b t + ~ o~ibi, 
i----1 
z = aty + ~=1 ~iai7 and (ya' + )"~=1 ~iyai)y = b' + ~=i  ~ibi that is (yat)y - b '= 
Y~,I=I o~i(bi - 7(aiy)). 
The established conditions (ii), (i) and (iii) imply that the last equality is verified 
only for a t = b t = ~l . . . . .  ~t = 0 i.e. zx = O, a contradiction. 
(b) Now assume dimr P<s;  then we can consider a vector subspace P of W 
with d imP=s and P~<P. Using the same arguments as in (a) we reach again a 
contradiction. D 
A generalization of Theorem 1 is the following: 
Theorem 2. IfdimL W=n,  d imrL=sE ~ and s<lK[ - 1 then 
(i) i f  n = 2k then dimrP>~k(s + 1), 
(ii) i f  n = 2k + 1 then dimxP>~k(s + 1) + 1. 
Proof. Let dimL W=n=2k.  Let {al .... ,an} be a basis of W with a iEP  for any 
i E {1 . . . . .  n} (such a basis exists by (E2)), thus W = Lal ~La2 @.- .  @Lan. 
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Let U1 := Lal G La2 . . . . .  Uk := La,_l G La,, and let P1 := (Lal @La2) N P = U1 N 
P . . . . .  Pk := (Lan-1 OLan) N P = Uk N P. 
For any i E {1,.. . ,k}, P/ is a K-vector subspace of Ui fulfilling the axiom (E2), 
hence, by Theorem 1, dimP/>~s + 1. Since Pl ®Pz • "'" ®Pk<~P we have dimP>~ 
k(s + 1 ). Now let dimL W = n = 2k + 1 and let again W = Lal ® .. • ® Lan with ai E P 
for i E {1,2 . . . .  ,n}. 
Consider Pt := (Lal GLa2) N P .... .  Pk := (Lan_2 0La ,_ l )  N P, Pk+l := La, N P. 
Of course, Pl ~0.. "OPk OPk+1 ~<P and for any i E {1,2 . . . . .  k} dimP/>~s+ 1. Moreover, 
dimPk+l/>1 by (E2), hence dimKP>~k(s+ 1)+ 1. [] 
Remark 2. We note that the lower boundary for dimK P in Theorem 2 is sharp only 
for dimL W = 2; it might not be optimal in the other cases. 
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